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Further Particulars of post 2 x fixed term Teachers of Science (both maternity 
covers) 
To commence 1 January 2020 

 
Introduction 
 
We are looking for enthusiastic, creative and committed Teachers of Science join our highly 
motivated, positive community at Beckfoot School, Wagon Lane, Bingley.   
 
Details of the Faculty’s teaching programme for 2018-19 are as follows: 
 
Key Stage 3  We follow the ACTIVATE Scheme of work although assessments and  

personalised resources have been developed by the team to match the   
needs of learners. We follow a two year KS3 curriculum which is in line 
with AQA recommendations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Science Faculty 
The Faculty Leader has overall responsibility for leading the Faculty and is currently assisted 
by the Assistant Faculty Leader, one Subject Leader and two Assistant Subject Leaders (TLR 
posts).  The Faculty has had a good record of success in examinations over recent years, and 
the number of students studying Science at KS5 has risen steadily. 
 
The Science Faculty meets regularly to review progress and to formulate future policy.  We 
welcome new ideas and they are always given careful consideration. 
 
Resources  
Beckfoot has 13 well resourced, new laboratories (all with projector and whiteboard 
facilities), two Prep Rooms and a staff work room. The faculty has excellent ICT provision –we 
have 6 class sets of student Science Laptops which are stored within laboratories and are 
accessible to all members of the team. 
 
All resources, equipment, glassware, chemicals and stationery are held centrally and each 
laboratory is amply resourced. 
 

Key Stage 4    AQA Trilogy and Single Sciences are taught with 
a very mall cohort double entered for the Entry 
Level Certificate and Foundation Trilogy GCSE. 
We are also introducing Pearson Edexcel STEM 
Level 2 BTEC this year. 

 
Key Stage 5  

 
GCE Biology, Chemistry and Physics AQA 
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What do we seek from you? 
We seek a teacher to complement our team as we continue to develop KS3 Schemes of work, 
AQA Trilogy and Single Sciences at KS4 and our vision of personalised pathways. In addition, 
the successful candidate will share the Faculty’s passion for Science at all levels and our 
commitment to ensuring student enjoyment and progress are at the heart of our day to day 
practice. 
 
We seek to appoint an innovative teacher, highly motivated, with good organisational skills 
aspiring to outstanding teaching and learning in Science.  We would also welcome 
applications from candidates returning from a career break. 
 
 
 
 
 

Simon Wade   Andrew Brown 
Headteacher   Faculty Leader: Science 

 
 

 
We are committed to safeguarding the welfare of children 

 
 


